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WELCOME!

 

 

Now that you have ALL the beautiful platforms and

highly valuable content to offer, it's time to bring more

of the RIGHT people to your business. Focusing on

growth consistently throughout the year is essential to

the success of your biz.

 

In this lesson, I'm going to cover the most potent

strategies for growth by using Instagram and making

connections that can blossom in real life, too.



Growing With Instagram

So now that you know how to have a killer profile (week one),
and create amazing content for your followers, it's time to dive
into how to bring more people to your page.
 
 The more....
 
ENGAGED people who follow you         people you can lead to
your email list         potential buyers and lifelong fans
 
 
Some ways to bring in new followers to your profile are...
 
--> Through using hashtags
--> Getting featured on other accounts
--> Reposts and shares
--> Quality content
--> Connecting with the community
 
We're going to touch on each of these.
 
1) Hashtags
 
While not AS popular as they used to be, hashtags are still a
great way to get your page in front of new eyes. You should
definitely be using them!  I recommend searching for niched
and smaller hashtags rather than general ones like #art
(#artflowsessions #carveouttimeforart and #doitfortheprocess
are some of my favorites).  Find the hashtags for specific
magazines, accounts and movements that are relevant to you. 
 
 
 
 
 



I also recommend hashtagging the interests of your ideal buyer
(maybe that's interior design related, hipster coffee shops,
etc.). What hashtags are they browsing?
 
A great way to gather a good batch of hashtags is to  browse
the the "related" bar at the top of each hashtag page. Start
with something general like "creative process" or "painting "
and see what other, more specific, hashtags you can find.
Keep an eye out for new tags and even look at what you're
favorite artists are using.
 
I recommend keeping a couple sets of hashtags for different
types of photos in your notes app so you can just copy and
paste them under your posts when needed.
 
 
2)  Getting featured
 
A big factor in your growth should be the power of other
people's audiences. Look for art accounts (relevant to you +
your brand) that repost people and use their hashtag. Often
you can make a submission by directly tagging them, too. You
can also submit your work to blogs and magazines who will
often post about your feature on their Instagram. Keep an eye
out in this department for different ways you can get cross
exposure-- it can really help you grow!
 
 
3) Getting reposted/ shared
 
We touched on this in the last lesson, but creating content that
people WANT to share is one of your best strategies for organic
growth. Quotes, cool videos, resonate stories and really helpful
information are all good bets for people sharing your content.
People share what they connect with and what they WANT
to be associated with. Which is directly related to the most
important growth strategy....
 
 



4)  QUALITY CONTENT
 
Yep. This is your NUMBER ONE best tactic for organic growth.
Quality content gets shared and engaged with. This boosts
your posts on IG's discover page and gets your work in front of
new people.  As discussed in the last lesson, pay attention to
what lands with your followers  and double down on what you
see working.  Create content with your followers in mind. This
takes a bit of time and practice, but it's your most sustainable
and powerful strategy.
 
 
5) Connect with the community!
 
I recommend sharing the work of others from time to time (this
brings their eyes to your page) AND leaving your own profile to
leave thoughtful comments on other posts. Be an active
member in the community.  I recommend trying to build 
QUALITY relationships, rather than quantity.  Have a presence
and let people get to know you. 
 
 
 
Pro Tip: Dedicate time for growth. If getting new subscribers
and followers is your aim, set aside 10 minutes a day to
research publications or accounts to get featured on. Make a
running list.  Or spend 5 minutes a day connecting on other
people's accounts. Pick a strategy that appeals to you and put
the time in (and pencil it into your weekly schedule, too).



In addition to building your following (which supports your follower
to subscriber to buyer  "funnel") I also recommend building your
community and creating relationships in a more direct manner. 
 
Instagram is a powerful place to reach out directly to the people
you'd like to work with or connect with. This is the power of DM's.
 
Remember that big vision you wrote out in week one? Return to it
now. Remind yourself where you'd like to see your art and where
you're headed.
 
What kind of people might be able to help you get there?
 
Is it an interior designer or art consultant?
 
Is it another artist who may offer you an  hour of their time to
answer your Q's in exchange for art or money?
 
An editor for a local magazine?
 
A local coffee shop, boutique or co-working space that might
give you a space to show your work?
 
Is it another influencer who may  be able to promote your work
for some kind of exchange?
 
Maybe it's even reaching out to a buyer directly to see if they
have any interest in your work or could provide some kind of
feedback for you, if that's appropriate.
 
 
 
 

The Power of 
Direct Connections



Here's a big truth I've learned in my time in business as an artist:
 
One of your biggest assets will be your community of
advocates. These are people who love what you do and want to
support you. They'll spread the word, bring you an opportunity or
help you make a connection.
 
But, a lot of the times, you need to seek these people out and
introduce yourself first.
 
While for bigger accounts, email is often appropriate, direct
messaging on Instagram is a great way to make connections. The
person you're reaching out to can immediately head to you profile
and get a feel for what you do (this is another reason why having
your profile looking beautiful and profesh is so important!).
 
I recommend giving serious thought to the kind of people and
businesses that might align with your goals for your art (as
presented above) and, when you're ready, start working your way
through the introductions. 
 
Use the prompt below to start a  list of potential advocates and
collaborators. I recommend letting this be a running list that you
keep safe: continue to add to it as you stumble upon new people
and evolve in your business. 



What 3 types of people or businesses who might be

aligned with helping you make sales, reach your

goals or connect with opportunities?

Of those three categories, research 5 people or business's

for each that you might reach out to. These can be big,

fancy accounts (yay for dreaming big!), but I also

encourage you to include some plausible options, as well

(balance!).

CREATE A LIST OF

 POTENTIAL ADVOCATES



As for the introductory DM: keep it short and have an end goal
in mind.
 
Would you like this person to visit your studio or meet you for
coffee? Or do you have an upcoming show you'd love for them to
attend?
 
Do you have a direct ask like a feature or sale?
 
Or you do just want to make this person aware of who you are and
plant the seed for a relationship?
 
(all are great options!)
 
 
An example of an introductory DM you might send to a local interior
designer where you have an immediate ask might be something
like....
 
Hi XX,
 
I love your design aesthetic and I wanted to reach out introduce
myself.  My name’s XX and I’m a local artist.
 
I have a few new paintings  that I think would fit great with your 
 light and bright design style.  I'd love to show you the work and see
if these pieces (or my style in general) might be in line with any of
the projects that you currently have or might do in the future. Would
you be interested in meeting for coffee sometime? 
 
Let me know. If nothing else, I'd love to simply connect!
 
xx Devon
 
In other cases where you're simply looking to make a connection,  a
compliment, a quick question about them or their work and
introduction is a  great way to plant the seed for a relationship.



That concludes Lesson Two of this week. 

I'll see you for the next one!

A last note about this method:
 
Stay open to the different ways these people might be able to help
you. While they might not be able to deliver exactly what you're
asking for, there's a great chance you can learn a lot just by
developing a relationship with them and asking questions. There's
also a great chance they can make another  connection for you
down the line.
 
The more of the right kind of people you're connected with, the
more you'll attract a snowball of opportunities!


